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Abstract

AutoTutor is an automated computer literacy tutor that participates in a conversation with the student. AutoTutor simulates the discourse patterns and pedagogical dialog moves of human tutors. This paper describes how the Dialog Advancer Network (DAN) manages AutoTutor’s conversations and how AutoTutor generates pedagogically effective dialog moves that are sensitive to the quality and nature of the learner’s dialog contributions. Two versions of AutoTutor are discussed. AutoTutor-1 simulates the dialog moves of normal, untrained human tutors, whereas AutoTutor-2 simulates dialog moves that are motivated by more ideal tutoring strategies.

Background

Human one-to-one tutoring is second to no other instructional method in yielding positive student learning gains. This particular claim has been supported in numerous research studies and is not particularly controversial. However, when the tutors of typical tutoring situations are considered, this claim becomes somewhat perplexing. Most tutors in school settings are older students, parent volunteers, or teachers’ aides that possess some knowledge about particular topic domains and virtually no knowledge about expert tutoring techniques. Given their limited knowledge, it is somewhat impressive that these untrained tutors are responsible for the considerable learning gains that have been reported in the tutoring literature. Effect sizes ranging from .5 to 2.3 standard deviations have been reported for untrained tutors versus other comparable learning conditions (Bloom, 1984; Cohen, Kulik, & Kulik, 1982).

In order to identify the mechanisms that produce such positive learning gains, several members of the Tutoring Research Group (TRG) extensively analyzed a large corpus of tutoring interactions that occurred between untrained human tutors and students (Graesser & Person, 1994; Graesser, Person, & Magliano, 1995; Person & Graesser, 1999; Person, Graesser, Magliano, & Kreuz, 1994; Person, Kreuz, Zwaan, & Graesser, 1995). One reoccurring finding in many of our analyses is that untrained, human tutors rarely adhere to sophisticated or ideal tutoring models (e.g., Socratic tutoring, anchored learning) that have been advocated by education and ITS researchers. Instead, untrained human tutors tend to rely on pedagogically effective dialog moves that are embedded within the conversational turns of the tutorial dialog. More specifically, human tutors generate dialog moves that are sensitive to the quality and quantity of the preceding student turn. The tutor dialog move categories that we identified in human tutoring sessions are provided below.

(1) Positive immediate feedback. "That's right" "Yeah"
(2) Neutral immediate feedback. "Okay" "Uh-huh"
(3) Negative immediate feedback. "Not quite" "No"
(4) Pumping for more information. "Uh-huh" "What else?"
(5) Prompting for specific information. "The primary memories of the CPU are ROM and _____?"
(6) Hinting. "What about the hard disk?"
(7) Elaborating. “CD-ROM is another storage medium.”
(8) Splicing in the correct content after a student error.
(9) Summarizing. "So to recap," <succinct recap of answer to question>

After spending nearly a decade reading thousands of pages of tutoring transcripts and viewing hundreds of hours of videotaped tutoring sessions, we decided to put our knowledge to good use and build something. We built AutoTutor.

What is AutoTutor?

AutoTutor is an animated pedagogical agent that engages in a conversation with the learner while simulating the dialog moves of untrained human tutors. AutoTutor is currently designed to help college students learn about topics that are typically covered in an introductory computer literacy course (e.g., hardware, operating systems, and the Internet). AutoTutor's architecture is comprised of five major modules: (1) an animated agent, (2) a curriculum script, (3) language analyzers, (4) latent semantic analysis (LSA), and (5) a dialog move generator.
All of these modules have been discussed rather extensively in previous publications; and therefore, will only be mentioned briefly in this paper. (see Foltz, 1996; Graesser, Franklin, Wiemer-Hastings, & the TRG, 1998; Graesser, Wiemer-Hastings, Wiemer-Hastings, Harter, Person, & the TRG, in press; Hu, Graesser, & the TRG, 1998; Landauer & Dumais, 1997; McCauley, Gholson, Hu, Graesser, & the TRG, 1998; Olde, Hoefnner, Chipman, Graesser, & the TRG, 1999; Person, Graesser, Kreuz, Pomeroy, & the TRG, 2000; Person, Klettke, Link, Kreuz, & the TRG, 1999; Wiemer-Hastings, Graesser, Harter, & the TRG, 1998; Wiemer-Hastings, Wiemer-Hastings, & Graesser, 1999).

AutoTutor is controlled by Microsoft Agent. AutoTutor’s images were first created in MetaCreations Poser 3 and then loaded into Microsoft Agent. He is a three-dimensional embodied agent that remains on the screen during the entire tutoring session. AutoTutor’s dialog moves are synchronized with head movements, facial expressions, and hand gestures that serve both conversational and pedagogical functions (Person, Craig, Price, Hu, Gholson, Graesser, & the TRG, 2000; Person et al., 1999).

AutoTutor begins the tutoring session with a brief introduction and then asks the student a question from the curriculum script. A curriculum script is a loosely ordered set of skills, concepts, example problems, and question-answer units. Most human tutors follow a script-like macrostructure, but briefly deviate from the structure when the student manifests difficulties, misconceptions, and errors. The content of the curriculum script in tutoring (compared with classrooms) has more deep reasoning questions (e.g., why, how, what-if, what-if-not), more problems to solve, and more examples (Graesser et al., 1999; Person & Graesser, 1999). AutoTutor has a curriculum script that organizes the topics (i.e., the content) of the tutorial dialog. The content of the curriculum script is represented as word phrases, sentences, or paragraphs in a free text format. The script includes didactic descriptions, tutor-posed questions, example problems, figures, diagrams, and simple animations.

There are 36 tutoring topics in the curriculum script. Each tutoring topic contains the following:

- a focal question (or problem)
- a set of good answer aspects that are included in the ideal answer (each aspect is roughly a sentence of 10-20 words)
- a set of tutor dialog moves that express or elicit each ideal answer aspect (i.e., hints, prompts, and elaborations)
- a set of anticipated bad answers (i.e., bugs, misconceptions)
- corrections for each bad answer (i.e., splices)
- a set of anticipated student questions with corresponding answers
- a summary of the ideal answer or solution

For each topic in the curriculum script, didactic information is presented prior to a focal question (e.g., “How does the operating system of a typical computer process several jobs simultaneously with only one CPU?”). The answers to focal questions are lengthy in nature and contain several good answer aspects. There are approximately five good answer aspects for each focal question in the curriculum script. During the conversation for a particular topic, the student’s contributions are constantly compared to each of the good answer aspects that correspond to the focal question. Latent semantic analysis is used to assess the match between student contributions and each good answer aspect. AutoTutor attempts to extract the desired information from the student by generating prompts and hints for each good answer aspect.

Students respond to AutoTutor by typing contributions on the keyboard and hitting the “Enter” key. A number of language analyzers operate on the words in the student’s contribution. These analyzers include a word and punctuation segmenter, a syntactic class tagger, and a speech act classifier. The speech act classifier assigns the student’s input into one of five speech act categories: Assertion, WH-question, Yes/No question, Frozen Expression, or Prompt Completion. These speech act categories enable AutoTutor to sustain mixed-initiative dialog as well as dictate the legal DAN pathways that AutoTutor may pursue. The DAN pathways will be discussed in the section on Conversation Management.

AutoTutor’s knowledge about computer literacy is represented by Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) (Foltz, 1996; Foltz, Britt, & Perfetti, 1996; Landauer & Dumais, 1997; Landauer, Foltz, & Laham, 1998). LSA is a statistical technique that measures the conceptual similarity of two text sources. LSA computes a geometric cosine (ranging from 0 to 1) that represents the conceptual similarity between the two text sources. In AutoTutor, LSA is used to assess the quality of student Assertions and to monitor other informative parameters such as Topic Coverage and Student Ability Level. Student Assertion Quality is measured by comparing each Assertion against two other computer literacy text sources, one that contains the good answer aspects for the topic being discussed and one that contains the anticipated bad answers. The higher of the two geometric cosines is considered the best conceptual match, and therefore, determines how AutoTutor responds to the student Assertion. For the domain of computer literacy, we have found our application of LSA to be quite accurate in evaluating the quality of learner Assertions (Graesser et al., in press; Wiemer-Hastings et al., 1999).
We currently have two versions of AutoTutor (i.e., AutoTutor-1 and AutoTutor-2). The versions differ in terms of the mechanisms that control their respective dialog move generators. AutoTutor-1 simulates the dialog moves of normal, untrained human tutors via production rules, whereas AutoTutor-2 uses production rules and particular discourse patterns to simulate more ideal tutoring strategies. The dialog move mechanisms for both AutoTutor versions are discussed in greater detail in the Dialog Move Generation section of this paper.

For each of the 36 questions and problems, the student and AutoTutor collaboratively improve the quality of the student's contributions while participating in a conversation. Thus, AutoTutor is more than a mere information delivery system. Once AutoTutor is "convinced" that enough of the critical components for a particular question/problem have been covered, the conversation proceeds to the next question or problem in the curriculum script.

**Conversation Management**

**Pre-DAN**

Our goal from the onset of the AutoTutor project has been to develop an agent that simulates the dialog moves of untrained tutors while participating in a conversation with the learner. Needless to say, we have encountered a number of problems along the way. After all, having knowledge about when AutoTutor should generate particular dialog moves does not guarantee that a smooth conversation will transpire. In fact, quite the opposite occurred in some of AutoTutor's initial tutoring sessions with students. Consider the following dialog excerpts in which AutoTutor and the students are discussing the parts and uses of a computer. AutoTutor's dialog moves are labeled in parentheses and the students' utterances that were directed to the human lab assistant are included in brackets.

**Excerpt 1**

1.1 AutoTutor (Prompt): See if you can get this. Computers can be used to analyze data by finding averages, standard deviations, or performing many other kinds of . . .?
1.2 Student to lab assistant: [Oh, just answer the question? Um. So, am I still supposed to answer that question (pointing to the main topic question that remains on the monitor)?]  
1.3 Student types: i don't know  
1.4 AutoTutor (Prompt Response): kinds of statistics.  
1.5 Student to lab assistant: [Okay, this is really confusing. I don't understand what the question is supposed to be.]  
1.6 Student types: i don't know

**Excerpt 2**

2.1 AutoTutor (Elaboration): Also, a computer has a monitor.  
2.2 Student to lab assistant: [I just answer yes or no?]  
2.3 Student types: yes

These two excerpts highlight several of AutoTutor’s original conversational deficits. One glaring deficit involves the students’ uncertainty about when it is their turn to respond to AutoTutor. Turn-taking is an integral feature of the conversational process. To facilitate the turn-taking process in human-to-human conversations, speakers signal to listeners that they are relinquishing the floor (i.e., it is the listener’s turn to say something) (Clark & Schaefer, 1987; Grice, 1975; Hobbs, 1979; McLaughlin, 1984; Nofsinger, 1991; Sacks, Schegloff, & Jefferson, 1978). However, human-to-computer conversations lack many of the subtle signals inherent to human conversations. When conversational agents like AutoTutor lack turn-taking signals, computer users (in our case, students) often do not know when or if they are supposed to respond. In conversations with AutoTutor, students were frequently confused after AutoTutor’s Elaborations, Prompt Responses, and assertion-form Hints (some Hints were in question-form and were not problematic for students).

Another obvious deficit is that AutoTutor’s dialog moves are not well adapted to the students’ turns. For example, in Excerpt 1, AutoTutor’s dialog moves are clearly not sensitive to the content of the student’s turns. Participants engaged in human-to-human conversations, however, are able to adapt each conversational turn so that it relates in some way to the turn of the previous speaker. This micro-adaptation process is somewhat problematic for AutoTutor because the content of AutoTutor’s dialog moves is predetermined. That is, AutoTutor doesn’t generate the content of his dialog moves on the fly but rather selects each dialog move from a scripted set of moves that is related to the tutoring topic being discussed. Hence, we recognized early on that AutoTutor needed a mechanism that would allow him to make quasi-customized dialog moves given his limited number of dialog move options.

**Post-DAN**

In order to rectify many of AutoTutor’s turn-taking and micro-adaptation problems, we created the Dialog Advancer Network (DAN) (Person, Bautista, Kreuz, Graesser, & the TRG, in press; Person, Graesser, & the TRG, in press). The DAN contains AutoTutor’s dialog move options (i.e., 78 dialog pathways) for any given student turn category. Example DAN pathways are provided in Figure 1. The DAN has improved AutoTutor’s micro-adaptation capabilities by providing customized pathways that are tailored to particular student turn
categories. For example, if a student wants AutoTutor to repeat the last dialog move, the DAN contains a Frozen Expression pathway that allows AutoTutor to adapt to the student’s request and respond appropriately. A DAN pathway may include one or a combination of the following components: (1) discourse markers (e.g., “Okay” or “Moving on”), (2) AutoTutor dialog moves (e.g., Positive Feedback, Pump, or Elaboration), (3) answers to WH- or Yes/No questions, or (4) canned expressions (e.g., “That’s a good question, but I can’t answer that right now”).

The DAN also solved practically all of AutoTutor’s previous turn-taking problems. Most of the turn-taking confusion was eliminated by the Advancer States that occur in many of the DAN pathways. Advancer States are designed to advance the conversational dialog and to disambiguate who has the floor in the conversation. For example, prior to implementing the DAN, the conversation often stopped after AutoTutor delivered an Elaboration, Hint, or Prompt Response dialog move because the student did not know what to do. In the current version of AutoTutor, students are no longer confused about whether they should respond because each of these dialog moves is followed by an Advancer State that requires AutoTutor to keep the floor. For example, AutoTutor keeps the floor after an Elaboration by articulating a predetermined discourse marker (e.g., “Moving on”) and selecting another dialog move (see Figure 1).

Two conversations that are managed by the DAN are provided in Excerpts 3 and 4. These excerpts illustrate how the Advancer States advance the dialog and indicate to the student that AutoTutor is keeping the floor in the conversation. In Excerpt 3, AutoTutor and the student are discussing the advantages of RISC processors; in Excerpt 4 they are discussing how typed information gets passed from the keyboard to the hard disk.

**Excerpt 3**

3.1 AutoTutor (Prompt): Now, what kind of architecture allows a RISC processor to execute multiple instructions simultaneously?

3.2 Student types: simple

3.3 AutoTutor (Prompt Response): A superscalar architecture.

3.4 AutoTutor (Dialog Advancer): Okay,

3.5 AutoTutor (Elaborate): Also, RISC processors have fewer bottlenecks that complicate processing.

3.6 AutoTutor (Dialog Advancer) Okay,

3.7 AutoTutor (Summary): Now to wrap up, RISC processors are faster and more efficient than CISC processors (AutoTutor continues to summarize this topic).

**Excerpt 4**

4.1 AutoTutor (Prompt): Well, where is most of the information you type in temporarily stored?

4.2 Student types: RAM

4.3 AutoTutor (Positive Feedback): Right!

4.4 AutoTutor (Prompt Response): In RAM,

4.5 AutoTutor (Dialog Advancer): Moving on,

4.6 AutoTutor (Elaborate): The CPU handles one instruction at a time.

4.7 AutoTutor (Dialog Advancer): Okay,

4.8 AutoTutor (Summary): Let’s review, after you enter information, it is sent to the CPU. The CPU carries out the instructions on the data. (AutoTutor continues to summarize this topic).

![Figure 1. Dialog Advancer Network (DAN)](image-url)
Since the implementation of the DAN, AutoTutor’s interactions with students have improved considerably. The numerous pathways within the DAN have refined AutoTutor’s micro-adaptation skills and the DAN Advanced States have eradicated much of the turn-taking confusion. Although the DAN is a relatively new feature of AutoTutor, it has already proven to be quite instrumental in helping us improve AutoTutor’s overall effectiveness as a tutor and as a conversational partner (Person, Bautista, et al., in press).

**Dialog Move Generation**

As previously mentioned, there are two versions of AutoTutor. AutoTutor-1 simulates the dialog moves of normal, untrained human tutors, whereas AutoTutor-2 simulates dialog moves that are motivated by more sophisticated, ideal tutoring strategies. Our analyses of human tutoring sessions revealed that normal, untrained tutors do not use most of the ideal tutoring strategies that have been identified in education and the intelligent tutoring system enterprise. These strategies include the Socratic method (Collins, 1985), modeling-scaffolding-fading (Collins, Brown, & Newman, 1989), reciprocal training (Palinscar & Brown, 1984), anchored situated learning (Bransford, Goldman, & Vye, 1991), error identification and correction (Anderson, Corbett, Koedinger, & Pelletier, 1995; van Lehn, 1990; Lesgold, Lajoie, Bunzo, & Eggn, 1992), frontier learning, building on prerequisites (Gagne’, 1977), and sophisticated motivational techniques (Lepper, Woolverton, Mumm., & Gurtner, 1991). Detailed discourse analyses have been performed on small samples of accomplished tutors in an attempt to identify sophisticated tutoring strategies (Fox, 1993; Hume, Michael, Rovick, & Evens, 1996; Merrill, Reiser, Ranney, & Trafton, 1992; Moore, 1995; Putnam, 1987). However, we discovered that the vast majority of these sophisticated tutoring strategies were virtually nonexistent in the untrained tutoring sessions that we videotaped and analyzed (Graesser et al., 1995; Person & Graesser, 1999). Tutors clearly need to be trained how to use the sophisticated tutoring skills because they do not routinely emerge in naturalistic tutoring with untrained tutors.

**AutoTutor-1.** The dialog moves in AutoTutor-1 are generated by 15 fuzzy production rules (see Kosko, 1992) that primarily exploit data provided by the LSA module (see Person, Graesser et al., 2000). AutoTutor-1’s production rules are tuned to the following LSA parameters: (a) Student Assertion Quality, (b) Student Ability Level, and (c) Topic Coverage. Each production rule specifies the LSA parameter values for which a particular dialog move should be generated. For example, consider the following dialog move rules:

1. **IF** [Student Assertion match with good answer text = HIGH or VERY HIGH] **THEN** [select POSITIVE FEEDBACK dialog move]

2. **IF** [Student Ability = MEDIUM or HIGH & Student Assertion match with good answer text = LOW] **THEN** [select HINT dialog move]

In Rule (1) AutoTutor will provide Positive Feedback (e.g., “Right”) in response to a high quality student Assertion, whereas in Rule (2) AutoTutor will generate a Hint to bring the relatively high ability student back on track (e.g., “What about the size of the programs you need to run?”). The dialog move generator currently controls 12 dialog moves: Pump, Hint, Splice, Prompt, Prompt Response, Elaboration, Summary, and five forms of immediate short-feedback (positive, positive-neutral, neutral, negative-neutral, and negative).

During the tutorial conversation for each tutoring topic, AutoTutor must keep track of which good answer aspects have been covered along with which dialog moves have been previously generated. AutoTutor-1 uses the LSA Topic Coverage metric to track the extent to which each good answer aspect (Ai) for a topic has been covered in the tutorial conversation. That is, LSA computes the extent to which the various tutor and student turns cover the good answer aspects associated with a particular topic. The Topic Coverage metric varies from 0 to 1 and gets updated for each good answer aspect with each tutor and student turn. If some threshold (t) is met or exceeded, then the aspect Ai is considered covered. AutoTutor also must decide which good answer aspect to cover next. In AutoTutor-1, the selection of the next good answer aspect to cover is determined by the zone of proximal development. AutoTutor-1 decides on the next aspect to cover by selecting the aspect that has the highest threshold coverage score. Therefore, AutoTutor-1 builds on the fringes of what is known (or has occurred) in the discourse space between the student and tutor. A topic is finished when all of the aspects have coverage values that meet or exceed the threshold t.

**AutoTutor-2.** We believe that the most effective computer tutor will be a hybrid between naturalistic tutorial dialog and ideal pedagogical strategies. AutoTutor-2 incorporates tutoring tactics that attempt to get the student to articulate the good answer aspect that is selected. AutoTutor-1 considers aspect (Ai) as covered if it is articulated by either the student or the tutor, whereas AutoTutor-2 counts only aspect (Ai) for a topic has been covered in the tutorial conversation. Therefore, if aspect (Ai) is not articulated by the student, it is not considered as covered. This forces the student to articulate the explanations in their entirety, an extreme form of constructivism. In order to flesh out a particular aspect (Ai); AutoTutor-2 uses discourse patterns that organize dialog moves in terms of their progressive specificity. Hints are less specific than Prompts, and
Prompts are less specific than Elaborations. Thus, AutoTutor-2 cycles through a Hint-Prompt-Elaboration pattern until the student articulates the aspect (A_i). The other dialog moves (e.g., short feedbacks and summaries) are controlled by the fuzzy production rules that were described for AutoTutor-1.

AutoTutor-2 has two additional features for selecting the next good answer aspect to be covered. First, AutoTutor-2 enhances discourse coherence by selecting the next aspect (A_i) that is most similar to the previous aspect that was covered. Second, AutoTutor-2 selects pivotal aspects that have a high family resemblance to the remaining uncovered aspects; that is, AutoTutor-2 attempts to select an aspect that has the greatest content overlap with the remaining aspects to be covered. Whereas AutoTutor-1 capitalizes on the zone of proximal development exclusively, AutoTutor-2 also considers conversational coherence and pivotal aspects when selecting the next good answer aspect to cover.

**Evaluation of the DAN and the Dialog Move Generation Mechanisms**

This paper provided an overview of AutoTutor’s mechanisms for managing conversations and generating dialog moves. We are currently analyzing pre- and post-DAN tutoring transcripts to determine whether the DAN significantly improves AutoTutor’s conversational capacities. In order to evaluate the two dialog move generation mechanisms, we are planning a study in which the pedagogical effectiveness of the tutor’s dialog moves will be assessed for AutoTutor-1 and AutoTutor-2. In addition, student learning gains will be measured for the two versions of AutoTutor versus comparable learning conditions.
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